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Ship holding 26/11 evidence sunk in 2009
DNMUM280084 | 7/1/2013 | Author : Somendra Sharma | WC :316 | India
dna exclusive
Mumbai: An important 26/11 evidence vanished within months of the attack and Indian investigators could
do little about it.
Al-Hussaini, the vessel used by the 26/11 terrorists to reach Gujarat from Karachi, was sunk in the sea in
2009. Worried that it could help investigators gather evidence against them, the LeT, which owned the
vessel, destroyed it. At least 14 people, including the 10 terrorists who attacked Mumbai on November 26,
2008, set sail from Karachi to Mumbai in Al-Hussaini. As the vessel neared Gujarat, the terrorists hijacked
an Indian fishing trawler, MV Kuber.
Mohammed Ajmal Amir Kasab, the lone terrorist who was hanged in November last year, was part of this
group. After the hijacking, the terrorists transferr
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417 students fall ill after eating midday meal cake
DNMUM291658 | 11/26/2013 12:00:00 AM | Author : dna correspondent | WC :226
Mumbai: At least 417 students of Anjuman Nooral Islam Urdu School in Saki Naka were taken ill with food poisoning on Monday after they
ate cakes. The school distributed the cake, as part of midday meal, provided by a self-help group, Parivartan Mahil

Tejpal applies for anticipatory bail, seeks independent probe
DNMUM291659 | 11/26/2013 12:00:00 AM | Author : dna correspondent | WC :874
New Delhi: Tehelka editor-in-chief Tarun Tejpal on Monday moved the Delhi high court seeking anticipatory bail and transfer of the case
lodged against him by the Goa police to the CBI or any other independent agency. Tejpal has been charged under sev

State sits on Pradhan panel suggestions
DNMUM291660 | 11/26/2013 12:00:00 AM | Author : Sanjeev Devasia & Somendra Sharma | WC :626
The Maharashtra government has claimed to have implemented the Ram Pradhan committee recommendations in toto. But the fact remains
that certain crucial areas are still to be addressed. The government appointed the committee after the 26/11 terror att

It's Talwars, rules court
DNMUM291661 | 11/26/2013 12:00:00 AM | Author : Kanu Sarda | WC :931
Rajesh Talwar and his wife Nupur were on Monday held guilty for the murder of their daughter, Aarushi, and domestic help Hemraj in their
Noida house five years ago. The quantum of sentence will be pronounced on Tuesday.Terming the killing of the 14-y
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